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A View from the Bridge is set in New York in the 1950s and describes the upheaval in the home of 
Eddie Carbone, a longshoreman who lives with his wife, Beatrice and her niece, Catherine, who has 
just been offered a secretarial job when the play begins.  Conflict arrives in the form of Marco and 
Rodolpho, Beatrice’s cousins, newly smuggled ashore from Italy.  The story revolves around Eddie’s 
somewhat unhealthy, possessive love for his 17-year-old niece, who has lived with them since the 
death of her mother years earlier.  When the family take in the two illegal immigrants from Italy, 
Eddie seethes with anger and resentment as the young, innocent Catherine falls in love with the 
younger of the two brothers.  The tension builds inexorably, and flares into violent confrontation and 
betrayal.  Like the lawyer who narrates the story, we watch the action appalled, knowing that 
something dreadful is going to happen.  It is just a question of when, and how.   The play was widely 
considered to be about homosexuality, so much so that the Lord Chamberlain, England’s puritanical 
public censor, initially banned it from the London stage.  

PRESENTATION
                  

At first glance this was a simple, open set with the audience on three sides.  We saw a worker’s 
homely living room with table and chairs, and a gramophone on a small side table with a painting 
hanging between doors leading to the kitchen and bedroom.   Having the open set meant that there 
was time to take in the set before the play began, and a pleasant ambience was set with ‘Paper Doll’ 
playing quietly.   Some of the audience were on the same level as the stage, others were only slightly 
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above that.  With such a physical closeness between the cast and the audience we had an intimate 
sense of being part of the play.   

I wonder how many of the audience appreciated the clever and subtle set design which depicted the 
Brooklyn Bridge as the main backdrop.   A definite stroke of creative genius.  

Good positioning and use of the table allowed the audience to see people eating and drinking easily 
and was a focus for talk and action but still allowing a good clear vision of all characters.   There was 
also good positioning of the realistic phone box used by Eddie in Act 2 - away from the main stage and
near to the audience yet cleverly unobtrusive.  

COSTUMES AND MAKE UP

Costumes were of the time and often used to denote the status of the person wearing them.   We saw
Longshoremen with cloth caps and waistcoats and Alfieri in his smart lawyer suit.  Catherine changed 
from her more girlish outfit of floral top, black skirt and black patent shoes to a blue print dress when 
out with Rodolfo, who sported a leather jacket for this scene.   Beatrice initially wore a sensible 
pinafore dress but then both she and Catherine were dressed in stylish wedding outfits which 
included capes, scarves and gloves.

Discreet use of make- up allowed the main facial feature of the characters to be seen without making 
too bold a statement.

PROPS

Most of the props, once used, were removed swiftly to leave an uncluttered set which worked well.   
We saw a range of crockery and cutlery used, a game for the longshoremen and other additions 
including a record, cigar and Christmas tinsel. 

TECHNICAL EFFECTS

Lighting
There was clear lighting with no shadows.   Dimmed lighting on the main stage followed by spots was 
used effectively for Alfieri’s appearances and consistently swift transitions back to stage lighting.   
Subdued lighting providing a calm setting for the dancing and subsequent scene between Beatrice 
and Eddie.   An effectively lit ending where the final spot was used on Alfieri and the rest of the cast 
still on stage with dimmed lights

Sound
Everyone could be clearly heard at all times and there were some very credible accents which were 
generally well sustained throughout, so well done.  It was a wise move to invest in some expert 
coaching, one which certainly paid off.   Music played was just at the right level of decibels – audible 
but not intrusive.
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DIRECTION

Good use was made of all areas of the stage allowing clear vision for the audience and freedom of 
movement for the cast at all times.   Of particular note were the on/off stage transitions with Alfieri 
and the playing and miming by the longshoremen in the opening scene.   

Arthur Miller’s plays are demanding, often with underlying meanings to be found within the script.  
This is a play that cannot and should not be rushed so an appropriate pace must be found, which was.
It did not drag but there was a swift and measured pace.  One could, perhaps, be forgiven for 
expecting A View from the Bridge to be dated, but not at all.   After all, issues such as betrayal, 
homophobia and immigration and the havoc such issues wreak on families, households and 
communities are very much alive today.  

ACTING

EDDIE

Congratulations for ensuring that the unfortunate absence of your lead actor was not going to require
you to cancel, or even adversely impact, upon this production.   The real strength was your 
comfortable knowledge of not only the whole play but also of the character of Eddie which allowed 
you to perform with script in hand as it was simply a handy tool rather than a lifeline!  There was a 
point in Act 1 where I had so totally forgotten your requirement for a script that I wondered why 
Eddie appeared at times to be rudely reading a book whilst in conversation with Catherine.  The fact 
that you were also able to relinquish the script when it would have been a hindrance – such as in fight
scenes – was a bonus.

You portrayed a deeply troubled man battling with your unhealthy love for your niece, and you 
captured his gradual but inevitable disintegration by showing a mix of pain and inarticulate passion 
which you could only express through emotional and physical violence.  We saw a man who had 
become a stranger to himself, unable to accept his own desires and deal with the challenges to his 
masculine assumptions.   Marco is a macho sort, so you and Eddie got along fine.  But Rodolpho, who 
sang and danced and sewed, made you feel uncomfortable and then angered you as he fixed his 
attentions on Catherine.

Your brooding was obvious in that it affected all of the cast and created on stage tension for all.  You 
put everyone – audience included – on eggshells and we alternated between feeling sorry for you 
struggling to accept that Rodolpho, a possible homosexual and immigrant to boot, was not good 
enough for Catherine, and then frightened of your anger and rage.

There were many dimensions to your character.   You shared well with Beatrice, and us, your struggle 
with accepting that Catherine was growing up.   Although at times you looked as if you were losing 
control as head of the household we also saw you swiftly react to Rodolpho’s noisy and ebullient 
entrance.   When confronted with Beatrice about the lack of sex, you could not face her but spoke 
into the back of her neck as you confessed your struggles.   We saw your hackles rise as you saw the 
reaction Rodolpho had on Catherine.   We saw your caring side when talking to Catherine which you 
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then spoilt by trying to put Rodolpho down.   We also saw your unpleasant side as you attempted to 
wind up both Beatrice and Rodolpho – the sarcasm and irony about the wonderful dress maker.   We 
sensed your feeling of defeat in your meeting with Alfieri and watched you slinking off almost as if 
you knew your fate was sealed.  Towards the end you showed desperation as you tried unsuccessfully
to negotiate with Catherine, panic as you understood the devastation you had caused and then, 
finally, your calm and determination until the inevitable bitter end.

CATHERINE

A mix of girl and young woman, you obviously adored Eddie and revealed both the blossoming 
sexuality of a teenage girl shadowed with your baffled confusion over Eddie’s violent mood-swings.   
One minute you showed adult flirtatiousness but the next a child’s need for affection and we sensed 
the inner struggle of a teenager blossoming into womanhood feeling her way toward an independent 
life.  You also showed some amusing moments – great delivery of ‘walking wavy’ accompanied by 
hand movements.   At the beginning of Act 1 we could see that you were used to getting your own 
way with Eddie and were confident that you would be able to win him round to accept your new job.  
But you realized that this was not going to be so easy and it was a different Catherine who emerged 
from the kitchen looking defeated and older.   Not for long.   As soon as Eddie gave his blessing to the 
job you reverted once more to a little girl jumping into his arms.

A more womanly Catherine starts to emerge with the arrival of Rodolpho and it doesn’t take long to 
see you want to build a relationship as you blatantly flirt with him whilst putting sugar in his tea.   We 
can sense you struggling who to believe as Eddie puts Rodolpho down to you and you first react by 
shouting then trying to understand what Beatrice is telling you – credible incredulity shown as you try 
to understand any element of ‘jealousy.’

Your confidence has grown as you are happy to demonstrate that you are now definitely a couple and
sit on Rodolpho’s lap in front of Eddie and Beatrice, tenderly dancing with him.   But you are still 
struggling and it was a touching scene with Rodolpho where you were trying to explain how 
important Eddie was to you but also how you had to get away from him as something was telling you 
that it was not a healthy relationship.  But although saddened by Eddie’s refusal to accept the 
relationship - “don’t cry” – you were not going to give it up.   A quiet transformation in you as you 
were no longer a little girl but a determined young woman, broken but resolute.   There was real fear 
on your face when you heard voices – you knew the danger for Rodolpho.   You felt you had been 
forced to make a choice – Rodolpho won and in the end you were very angry with Eddie when he 
would not capitulate.

BEATRICE

Right from the beginning you looked what you were – a suitably work weary and focused adoring wife
and aunt.   But there was more to you than just this and we could see your hidden depths revealed as 
the play progressed.   You almost became skittish when you heard about your cousins arriving and it 
didn’t take us long to see the very realistic mix of frustration and affection shown in your relationship 
with Eddie.   We knew that you could hold your own when we saw you stand up to Eddie early on, 
“When did you sleep on the floor?” and you showed how well you knew your husband as you rolled 
your eyes at his predictable rejection of Catherine’s job and we could see you decide that it was time 
for you to take over and make him see sense.  
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You begin by being half cajoling, half cross as you point your finger at Eddie almost as if he is a 
truculent child.   But then we see your resolve as you decide it is time to tackle Eddie – “When am I 
going to be a wife once more?”  When you hear Catherine and Eddie arguing it was as if you had 
decided that now was the time to tell Catherine about the facts of life – as you sat her down and 
circled her we could see from your face and body language that this was a hard conversation for you 
to have.

In Act 2 we could sense your growing anger and, after trying to appeal to Eddie’s compassionate 
nature and pleading for him to attend the wedding, you showed increasing desperation.   It soon 
became clear that you knew what Eddie had done but you still tried to keep the peace to the end and 
its inevitable outcome.    An excellent delivery of “You can never have her” - we could see that you 
could hardly believe you said that!

Throughout your performance you were easy to read through your expressive facial expressions and 
equally expressive hand gestures.   You were the woman caught between the two people you loved 
most in life.

MARCO

The hard-working Sicilian migrant, whose Old World sense of honour eventually demands bloody 
retribution.   Your sole purpose as a strong family man and proud father is to earn as much money as 
possible to send home.   Initially you were the quieter, less dominant of the three males and it was 
not until the end of Act 1 that we had our first glimpse of the real person you were when you made us
feel unnerved with the very visual but unspoken threat to Eddie with the chair.   It was Act 2 when 
your true colours emerged and we really saw the proud man who knew well who had betrayed them 
and your strong sense of moral justice towards your younger brother.   Although everyone tried to 
persuade you to leave it you had to have revenge and our final impression was of the determined and
vicious man we had glimpsed at the end of Act 1.

RODOLPHO

You were the singing, dress-making Rodolpho, Eddie's unwitting rival for Catherine's affections.   Your 
entrance with Marco showed an exuberant curious young man, not believing his luck in arriving in the
land of plenty.   Throughout the play you were unquestionably the kid brother, attempting to be 
respectful to your elders and showing remorse when told off by Eddie.   A young Lothario, 
comfortable in his own skin, who became the comedian as he told Catherine about his motorbike, the
smooth talker as he danced with his girl in front of the others.   You had an edge though and we saw a
different side to you as we saw not so much a knight in shining armor but someone with similar 
infantilizing, patriarchal attitude toward women as Eddie, “Don’t cry .  .  .  you’re my little girl now,”.

You tried to understand in Act 2 Catherine’s angst but you couldn’t really get it.   You didn’t 
understand her relationship to Eddie and in your frustration turned to shouting at her.   Unlike Eddie, 
at no point did we feel the need to question your sexual orientation and if we were wondering, then 
the absolute horror on your face as you were kissed by him, and the disgust as it registered left us in 
doubt!   As the play progressed it appeared that, unwittingly, you were the catalyst for the disastrous 
finale and appeared bewildered by the chain of events unfurled by your falling in love, and wishing to 
marry, Catherine.
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ALFIERI

The increasingly tough talking yet anguished lawyer-narrator, you played the role of the chorus in a 
Greek tragedy – a form of theatre that Miller undoubtedly had in mind when he wrote A View from 
the Bridge –and in a sense also doubled as Eddie’s priest/therapist.   A strong stage presence with 
good eye contact, you commanded the attention of the audience as you told your story.   You showed
a sense of gravitas in your meeting with Eddie, mixed with compassion and this was a good contrast 
to his emotional presentation.

In Act 1 we saw you reliving your feelings of hopelessness as you revisited the past and your meeting 
with Eddie.   In Act 2 you were stronger in your warning to Eddie, showing less compassion and more 
anger.

Your decisive and swift moves on and off stage meant that your appearances, appropriately, 
enhanced not intervened with the flow of the play.

Thank you for an enjoyable evening and for your hospitality.   I trust that your lead actor has now 
made a full recovery – and the producer!  I wish you every success in your forthcoming productions, 
including of course your appearance at The Tobacco Factory.
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